
Lesson 4 – Evaluating Performance

Conclusion & Assessment 

Preparation



Lesson 4: 
Brain in Gear

Read your homework (Evaluating Acting Skills) 

to your neighbour and answer the following 

questions.

1. How have you met all of the success 

criteria discussed last lesson?

2. How have you improved your work since 

your first attempt? Can you give two 

reasons?

Repeat with your neighbour reading theirs and 

get their answers to the above questions.



Learning Focus

1. To explore what is included in the conclusion of an 
evaluative essay

2. To introduce the requirements of your upcoming 
assessment.

3. To begin planning for your assessment.



What are we looking for?

The Conclusion

1. First, we talk about the outcome of the performance (think of the audience)

2. Second, we recap the strengths and weaknesses of our rehearsal process.

3. Third, we explain our strengths as a performer.

4. Fourth, we evaluate our weaknesses as a performer.

5. Finally, we consider what we would do differently in the future.



Structuring Sentences

Sentence Starters

1. In conclusion, I consider the outcome of my performance to be a successful because…

_________________________________________________________________________

2. I feel my rehearsal process was effective as a result of…

_________________________________________________________________________

3. I am proud of the many strengths in my performance including...

_________________________________________________________________________

4. I understand a weakness in my performance may have been…

_________________________________________________________________________

5. In future performances, I would seek to develop…



Assessment Preparation

You now have the rest of the lesson to prepare for your assessment next week.

It will be a controlled assessment meaning…

• There will be a time limit – one hour

• You will handwrite the assessment on paper.

• You will complete the assessment under exam conditions.

• You will not have support available to you during the assessment.



General Evaluation Template

The table below is a structure and a guide for how much time to 
spend on each section.

Introduction 10 minutes

Evaluating the Process 20 minutes

Evaluating Your Acting Skills 20 minutes

Conclusion 10 minutes



How to Prepare

You have access to your own performances – watch and analyse several times.

• Mind Map the introduction & what needs to be included.

• Create 2 tables for SADI – one strength and one opportunity for development.

• Create 2-4 tables for LARA – one/two strengths and one/two opportunities for development.

• Mind Map the conclusion & what needs to be included.

Very Important
the more drama terms you use in your essay, the more marks you stand to gain. Use the 
resources at the end of this booklet to help you.



Introduction Mind Map



Evaluating The Process - Strengths

Strategy

Application

Development

Impact

Example 1



Evaluating The Process - Developments

Strategy

Application

Development

Impact

Example 2



Physical Skills - Strengths

Line/ 

Moment

Action

Reason

Audience

Example 1



Physical Skills - Developments

Line/ 

Moment

Action

Reason

Audience

Example 2



Vocal Skills - Strengths

Line/

Moment

Action

Reason

Audience

Example 1



Vocal Skills - Developments

Line/ 

Moment

Action

Reason

Audience

Example 2



Conclusion Mind Map



Notes Page



Homework – Developing Work

You have now had your preparation time for your assessment.

For homework you should complete any remaining areas of your preparation.

Extra tasks you could complete could include:

• Revision of key terminology

• Drafting sections of your assessment

• Highlighting key phrases

• Timing a certain section of your assignment.


